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In her papers [3], [4], M. ERDELYI has studied systems of equations over non-
commutative groups. Although her results were achieved in a group theoretical 
way, analogous statements can be proved for semigroups too. Namely we are going 
to characterize compatible systems of equations over semigroups and give a criterion 
for a semigroup to be n-algebraically closed. Moreover, we present simple de-
scriptions for algebraically closed and weakly algebraically closed semigroups. 

For the notions and notations of this paper not defined here, see CLIFFORD— 

PRESTON [2]. 

1. Preliminaries. Let S be an arbitrary semigroup, and X= ydT] a set 
of symbols which will be fixed in the sequel. Any relation on the free product 
S * where denotes the free semigroup on X, will be called a system of 
equations over S with unknowns from X. Systems of equations will be denoted by 
small Greek letters or they are given in the form 

(1) A(Xy) = gx(xY) ( l d A , y e r ) . 

More exactly, let (1) be the detailed description of a system Q of equations over 
in that case if for all X 6 A, fx(xy) and g/i(xy) are elements of S * and any pair 
of elements (u, v) with u,v£S*!FX belongs to Q if and only if there exists a X£ A 
such that u=fx(xy) and v=gx(xy). 

Let T be a semigroup containing S. We call the system {ty: y£T} a solution 
of (1), if for each X£A we have ty£T and F(ty) =GJTR). A system Q of equations 
over S will be said to be compatible (strongly compatible) if there exists a semigroup 
containing S (containing S as an ideal), in which Q has a solution. 

A semigroup S will be called algebraically closed (weakly algebraically closed) 
if every compatible (strongly compatible) system of equations over S has a solution in 
S. Furthermore, let n be an arbitrary infinite cardinal. We say that S is n-algebraically 
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closed if every compatible system of equations over S consisting of fewer equations 
than n has a solution in S. 

A subsemigroup S of a semigroup T will be called a retract of T if there exists 
an idempotent endomorphism of Tonto S (cf. [1]). A semigroup J1 is a pure extension 
of its subsemigroup S if every system of equations over S which has a solution 
in T has a solution in S, too. It is clear from the definitions above that a semigroup 
S is algebraically closed if and only if any semigroup T containing S is a pure 
extension of S. 

Let S be a subsemigroup of T and <p a congruence on T. If for any , s2 £ S, 
si=s2((p) implies st — s2 then we say that cp separates S. 

Since a relation on a set M is a subset of M X M, we may speak of the power 
of a relation. Let T be a semigroup and a a congruence on T. We say that a is an 
n-congruence if there exists a relation with cardinality n on T which generates a. 
Let now S be a subsemigroup of the semigroup T and let ty£T (y£T) be elements, 
such that -S U : y£F} generates T. In this case we say that {ty: y£T} generates 
T over S. Using the notation X={xy : yZT}, there exists a homomorphism q> 
of onto T such that for all s£S, scp=s and for all y£T, xy<p — ty hold. If 
the congruence on S*!FX corresponding to <pis an n-congruence, then we say 
that T is an n-extension of S. Naturally, it is possible that T is an n-extension and 
an m-extension of S with distinct cardinals n and m. <p and <pl will be called the 
canonical homomorphism and canonical congruence for {ty". yaF}, respectively. 

2. Results. The following theorem which characterizes the compatible systems 
of equations, is an analogue of some earlier results for modules, rings and groups 
(cf. [5], [6], [9] and the Lemma in [4]). 

Theorem 1. A system @0 of equations given by (1) over a semigroup S is 
compatible if and only if the congruence Q on S*&r

x generated by G0 separates S. 

Proof . Let Q0 be compatible. We may suppose without loss of generality 
that q0 is reflexive and symmetric. Let now s, t£S and S = t(g). We have to prove 
that s = t. In accordance with Theorem 1. 8 in [2] there exist a natural number 
n and elements S0 = s, sit ..., sn = t in such that for any j (I = j = n) the 
following assertion holds: there exists a AjEA and elements hj, kj£(S*^r

x) 
for which the equalities sj_1=hj-fij(xp)'kj, sj = hj-gXj(x.^)-kj are fulfilled. 

Let now T be a semigroup containing S in which Q0 has a solution and let 
{ty: y£T} be such a solution. We may assume that {ty: ydT) generates T over S. 
Denote by <p the canonical homomorphism for {iy: yCT}; then for any A 
by the definitions of (p and the tys, A(xy)(p^f.(xy(p)=f;.(t.^=g;{t,i)=gx(xy(p) = 
=gi(xy)(p holds. Hence for j=l,...,n, we have Sj_ i(p~hj(p-fXj(xy)(p• kj(p ~ 
= hj(p• gxj(xy)(p• kj(p = Sj<p and thus s-s(p=s0(p—sl(p = .--—sn(p = tq) = t. 
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In order to prove the sufficiency let / denote the natural homomorphism of 
S*iFx upon S*&r

xjg. Since g separates S, i is an embedding of S into S*&r
x/g. 

On the other hand, {xy%: y 6.T} is a solution of g0 in S*2F x\g. Indeed, for any 
A 6/1, we have f{x.//) =f>.{x.^i=gx{xy)i=gl{xy£). Hence g0 is compatible. 

Our next aim is to give a description of the algebraically closed and weakly 
algebraically closed semigroups. To this purpose first we prove a preparatory 

Lemma. Let S be a subsemigroup of a semigroup T. S is a retract of T if 
and only if T is a pure extension of S (cf. Theorem 1 in [4]). 

Proof . Let (p be an idempotent endomorphism of T onto S, and let (1) be 
a system of equations over S which has a solution hy{y£T) in T. Then hy<p(y£r} 
is also a solution of (1). Indeed, for any A, fx(hycp) =fx(hy)cp = gx(hy)(p = gx(hy(p) 
holds. Thus (1) has a solution in S too. 

Conversely, suppose that T is a pure extension of S. Denote by tx(y £ T) the 
elements of TN Ŝ1. Then y€T} generates T over S, and let (p be the canonical 
homomorphism for {iy: ydT}. The corresponding canonical congruence <px is 
a system of equations over S, which has a solution in T, namely {ty: y£T}. Indeed, 
if Mx/)^g>.(xy)((Pi) then fx(ty) =fx(xy(p) =f.(xy)(p=gl(xy)(p =gx(xy(p)=gx(>y)- In 
view of the purity of T it follows that <pL has a solution in S as well. Denote by 
{j,,: y€T} this solution. We now show that the mapping a of T onto S defined by 
the equations tya=sy for all y£F and Sa — S for all s£S, is an idempotent endo-
morphism of T onto S. It is obvious that a is an idempotent mapping of T onto S. 
Let us consider the elements u,v,w£T and let wt = Mi(xy), vt = v^x^, wt — 
— w(xy)£S*^'x satisfying ui<p = u, vt(p = v, wt(p = w. Suppose that u-v = w.. 
Then(ulv1)q> = u1(p-v1(p = u-v = w = w1(p, whence utvt = w^cp^ thatis the equation 
iit(x7) • o!(jc7) = iv, (xy) belongs to the system cpl of equations. Hence uo-va — 
= uy(xy)(p<j-Vi(xy)(po = u^s^v^s.,) = vv^.^) = wx(xy)(pa = wa = (u-v)a. Thus <p is homo-
morphic. 

We now prove that there exists only trivial algebraically closed semigroups, 
and give a simple characterization for weakly algebraically closed semigroups. 

Theorem 2. The unique algebraically closed semigroup is the one element 
semigroup (cf. Theorem 3 in [4]). 

Proof . Let S be an algebraically closed semigroup. Then S° is a pure exten-
sion of S. By our Lemma, S° admits an idempotent endomorphism <p onto S. 
Then 0<p is a zero element of S. 

By a theorem of BRUCK ([2], Theorem 8. 45.), S can be embedded into a semi-
group T without proper ideals. By Lemma of this paper, T admits an idempotent 
endomorphism ip onto S. Let T0 = {t£T: t\(/=Q(p}. For any t0£T0 and t£T, we 
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have {t0t)\li = {t0\l/){t\l/) = {Q(p){til/) = Qq>, hence t0t£T0 and similarly tt0 £ T. Thus 
T0 is an ideal of T, whence T0 = T follows. Consequently t\J/ — 0<p holds for all 
t£T and, since i¡/ is onto, S consists of the single element 0cp. 

Theorem 3. A semigroup is weakly algebraically closed if and only if it has 
an identity element (cf. Theorem 5 in [3]). 

P roof . Let S be weakly algebraically closed. Adjoining an identity element 1 
to S, we get a semigroup T containing S as an ideal. Then T is a pure extension 
of S. By the Lemma, T has an idempotent endomorphism cp onto S. It is obvious 
that l(p is an identity element of S. 

Suppose now that S is a semigroup with identity 1. Let T be a semigroup 
containing S as an ideal. We have to prove that T is a pure extension of S. By the 
Lemma, it is sufficient to prove that S is a retract of T. Define the mapping cp of T 
into itself in the following manner: t<p = t 1 for every t£T. It is clear that (p maps 
T onto S, and the elements of S are invariant under (p. Furthermore, let tx and t2 

be any elements of T. Then (tít2)(p = {tít2)\=tí(t2\) = tí(\(t2\)) = (t1\)(t2\) 
= (ti(p)(t2<p). Thus <p is an idempotent endomorphism of T onto S, that is, S1 is 
a retract of T. 

M . ERDÉLYI proved in [3] that a group is weakly algebraically closed if and 
only if it is complete. A similar parallelism between rings with identity element 
and complete groups has been discovered by J. SZENDREI [8]. 

Finally, we characterize it-algebraically closed semigroups. Note that for any 
infinite n, there exist non-trivial it-algebraically closed semigroups. The stronger 
fact that any semigroup can be embedded into an. u-algebraically closed one can 
easily be proved, by the method of W . R . SCOTT [7]. 

T h e o r e m 4. A semigroup is n-algebraically closed if and only if it is a retract 
of any of its m-extensions for all m < n (cf. Theorem 2 in [4]). 

P r o o f . Suppose that S is a semigroup which satisfies the condition in the 
theorem. Let 
(2) fÁyy)=gÁyy) (¿€/1, y e n 

be a compatible system of equations over S with \A\ = m o t , and denote by Y 
the set {yY: y £r}. In virtue of Theorem 1 the m-congruence t/̂  on S*!FY generated 
by the relation (2) separates S. Hence the natural homomorphism % of 
upon S*SFr/il/ induces an isomorphism of S into S*^r

Yl il /- Thus, in the sequel 
we may use S = {sx~. instead of S. 

We shall show that is a n m-extension of S. Observe that {yy%: y£T} 
generates S*^Y/ip over S. Consider the canonical homomorphism <p and the 
canonical congruence for {yy'/_:y € T}. From/(xy) =g(xy)(<Pi),/(*..), g(xy)6 S* 
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it follows jlyy)i =f(yyy) =f(xy)(p=g(xy)(p=g(yy-/) =g(yy)x, that is f(yy)=g{yyM) 
and vice versa. Thus <pl is an m-congruence. Therefore, S is a retract of S*^ Y l \ j r 
and, by the Lemma, S*J^y/i/' is apure extension of S. Since (2) obviously has 
a solution in S*.<Fyl>]j namely yyx('f €-D, (2) has a solution in S too, and thus, S 
is n-algebraically closed. 

On the other hand, let S be rt-algebraically closed. We shall show that any 
rrt-extension T of S (m<tt) has an idempotent endomorphism onto S. Consider 
a set of elements y£T} generating T over S, such that the canonical congruence 
(py for {ty: y Ç r } is an m-congruence, that is, there exists a relation q of cardinality 
m on generating (pt. We may assume that q has the form (1). Then for all 
X 6 A, the canonical homomorphism cp for {ty \ y£T} satisfies f;.(xy)(p =gx{xy)<p, 
whence fi.{ty) = gx(ty). Thus the system q consisting of m( < n) equations has a 
solution in T, namely {iy: y£T}. Since S is n-algebraically closed, q has a solution 
in S as well, which will be denoted by y£T}. 

Now define the correspondence a of T into itself by the rule: for arbitrary 
f(xy)£S*&r

x let f(ty)a = f(iy). I f f ( t y ) is equal to g(ty), then f{xy) and g(xy) are 
congruent under cpi and, now applying Theorem 1. 8 of [2] (as in the proof of our 
Theorem 1) we get f(sy) =g($y). Hence a is a mapping which is obviously a homo-
morphism of T onto S. The idempotency of a is also trivial. This completes the proof. 

Theorems 1 and 4, and the Lemma may be formulated and proved for any 
equationally definable class of algebraic systems (instead of semigroups) in an anal-
ogous way. Theorem 2 permits no such generalization. Indeed, in the class of all 
abelian groups, satisfying the identity xp = 1 (p prime), every group is algebraically 
closed. 
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